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Abstract
This works explores means of utilizing extra-sentential context in neural machine translation (NMT).
Traditionally, NMT systems translate one source sentence to one target sentence without any
notion of surrounding text. This is clearly insufficient and different from how humans translate text.
For many high resource language pairs, NMT systems output is nowadays indistinguishable from
human translations under certain (strict) conditions. One of the conditions is that evaluators see the
sentences separately. When evaluating whole documents, even the best NMT systems still fall short
of human translations. This motivates the research of employing document level context in NMT,
since there might not be much more space left to improve translations on sentence level, at least for
high resource languages and domains. This work summarizes recent state-of-the art approaches,
implements them, evaluates them both in terms of general translation quality and on specific context
related phenomena and analyzes their shortcomings. Additionally, context phenomena test set for
English to Czech translation was created to enable further comparison and analysis.
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1. Introduction1

Quality of state-of-the-art machine translation systems2

has improved vastly over the last few years, thanks to3

shifting the paradigm from phrase-based statistical ma-4

chine translation to models based on complex artificial5

neural networks.6

In 1986, Martin Kay [1] stated reasons why high7

quality machine translation is not possible - but that8

was before ”The statistical revolution“ [2], in times9

of rule-based systems and symbolic AI. Nowadays,10

there is almost no doubt that high quality machine11

translation is feasible - in some test scenarios, recent12

neural machine translation (NMT) systems are evalu-13

ated on par with or even better than human translators.14

However, challenges mentioned in Kay’s statement,15

and many more, still hold true today, and they are not16

addressed even in the current state-of-the-art.17

This work is focused on one of these challenges18

- utilizing discourse-level, cross-sentence context in19

NMT. Current systems usually only use one sentence20

as their input, which is clearly insufficient, as a sin- 21

gle sentence may not contain enough information for a 22

proper translation of itself. Exploiting the discourse ad- 23

dresses many interesting sub-problems, like adaptation 24

to topic, genre, domain, or author’s style, discourse 25

consistency (e.g. lexical consistency – using the same 26

translation for one entity throughout the whole docu- 27

ment), coherence and cohesion, coreference resolution 28

(e.g. cross-lingual pronoun disambiguation, also men- 29

tioned in Kay’s paper). 30

However, utilizing context is more than solving 31

each of the problems mentioned above separately, since 32

discourse can contain information that is not contained 33

in any of the sentences of the text alone. As stated 34

by Kehler [3]: ”The meaning of a discourse is greater 35

than the sum of the meanings of its parts.“ 36

In this work, I implement some of the recent tech- 37

niques of utilizing context in NMT and I evaluate them 38

in terms of both general translation quality, and accu- 39

racy on translation of specific discourse phenomena. I 40

try to analyze their shortcomings and design a system 41
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that mitigates them.42

2. Discourse43

This work focuses on translation of a text given a doc-44

ument context, or discourse. Eisenstein [4] charac-45

terizes discourse simply as ”multi-sentence linguistic46

phenomena“ in his recent NLP notes. Andrew Kehler47

[3] refers to discourse as ”collocated, related groups48

of sentences“. Kendall and Wickham [5] say that a dis-49

course is a corpus of statements whose organization is50

regular and systematic. Broader definition of discourse51

is that it is the use of spoken or written language in52

context of society. For the rest of this work, we will53

assume that a discourse means multiple sentences that54

have some kind of connection between each other. An55

important thing to keep in mind is that the meaning56

communicated by the discourse is bigger than the sum57

of meanings of individual sentences. Discourse can58

contain information that none of the sentences contains59

by itself.60

3. Current state-of-the-art in machine
translation

61

In 2014, two papers papers with major impact on MT62

were released by Sutskever et al. [6] and Cho et al.63

[7]. The main differences compared to previously used64

approach, phrase based machine translation (PBSMT),65

were the following two. First, the NMT systems use66

continuous, distributed representation of words [8].67

This means that words that appear in similar contexts68

are represented and processed similarly by the model,69

and that the representation is more semantic, in the70

spirit of J.R. Firth’s quote:71

You shall know a word by the company it72

keeps.73

Second big shift from PBSMT is that the system uses74

only one model, based on encoder-decoder neural net-75

work, performing all the necessary operations, instead76

of combination of engineered models for each task.77

Nowadays, one of two types of deep neural net-78

works are used in practice. Almost simultaneously79

in 2014, Sutskever et al. [6] and Cho et al. [7] pub-80

lished papers concerning neural network based MT sys-81

tems. The results of these systems led to big increase82

of popularity of this research topic. Both of the sys-83

tems used encoder-decoder RNN networks with LSTM84

(Sutskever) or GRU (Cho) units, and were further im-85

proved by an attention mechanism [9]. Since summer86

of 2017, RNNs are being replaced with self-attention87

based models [10] which are more parallelizable, since88

they remove the need for sequential processing of the89

input sequence inside the network, and also usually 90

offer superior translation quality. 91

4. Current approaches to using context
in NMT

92

This work deals with employing extra-sentential con- 93

text in NMT. Many publications about this topic emerged 94

in the last two years. After Microsoft claimed reach- 95

ing human parity in Chinese-English news translation 96

[11], Läubli et al. [12] tried to analyze these claims 97

and asses if they are true. 98

The translations were evaluated in terms of fluency 99

and adequacy. The evaluators were shown a source 100

sentence (in case of adequacy evaluation, fluency eval- 101

uators were only shown the two translations) and two 102

translations, one produced by a human (professional 103

translator) and one by Microsoft’s MT system. They 104

were asked two questions: 105

Which translation expresses the meaning 106

of the source text more adequately? (ade- 107

quacy) 108

and 109

Which text is better English? (fluency) 110

The results did in fact confirm Microsoft’s claims - 111

in terms of adequacy, the evaluators preferred MT in 112

50% of the sentences, did not have any preference in 113

9% and preferred the human translation in 41% of the 114

cases. However, when the evaluators were asked to 115

compare whole documents, the results changed dras- 116

tically - only 32% of machine translated documents 117

were preferred based on adequacy ratings. These re- 118

sults convincingly show the need for document level 119

translation. 120

One of the earliest attempts in incorporating dis- 121

course into NMT is a work by Jean et al. [13]. The pre- 122

sented system utilizes a dual encoder RNN, with one 123

encoder for a source sentence, as usual, and another 124

auxiliary encoder for a context sentence. Attention 125

mechanism for the contextual encoder also has source 126

vector from the main attention as an input, besides the 127

usual inputs (previous symbol, previous decoder state, 128

annotation vector). The authors evaluated their model 129

in terms of general translation quality (BLEU), as well 130

as in more focused evaluation - pronoun prediction 131

(RIBES). They observed improvements for both of the 132

metrics while using small training data - ISWLT or 133

WMT16 reduced to up to about 40%. However, when 134

they trained on a larger corpus, the improvements van- 135

ished. 136



In [14], authors evaluate RNN and Transformer ar-137

chitectures with context windows of up to three previ-138

ous source sentences and a next source sentence on the139

source side, and previous one or two target sentences140

on the target side. Context sentences were added either141

by concatenation (separated by a special token), or as142

an input for an additional encoder. They trained and143

evaluated their system on English-Italian IWSLT 2017144

dataset, consisting of transcribed TED talks.145

They observed drop in BLEU score when adding146

context to RNN via simple concatenation, probably147

because even though LSTMs have gating mechanisms148

and the network used attention, signal is still vanish-149

ing in long-range dependencies. When using multi-150

encoder architecture, BLEU increased for RNN. Other151

research suggests gains for RNNs even when using152

concatenation, but usually on OpenSubtitles dataset,153

where average sentence length is much shorter [15].154

For a Transformer, where they ran only experiments155

using concatenation, the best combination was one pre-156

vious and one following source sentence on the source157

side and one previous target sentence on the target side,158

yielding a 2 BLEU points gain over the baseline.159

Paper by Voita et al. [16] utilizes dual encoder160

transformer, with some of the encoder layers weights161

shared and gated dual attention. The models was162

trained on OpenSubtitles corpus, and resulted in a163

slight improvement in BLEU, pronoun disambiguation164

and coreference resolution. Other approaches include165

memory networks Maruf and Haffari [17] or hierarchi-166

cal RNNs. [18].167

5. Experiments168

To compare the effects of utilizing context in different169

domains and with different types of data, two pub-170

licly available datasets are used: Europarl [19] and171

OpenSubtitles2018 1. These datasets, which contain172

document boundaries, were split into train, develop-173

ment and test sets and standard preprocessing for ma-174

chine translation was applied - tokenization, truecasing175

(both using Moses [20] scripts) and splitting into BPE176

segments using subword-nmt [21]. Preprocessed files177

were converted into formats suitable for the evaluated178

architectures using custom Python scripts. Marian[22],179

an efficient C++ NMT framework, was used to perform180

these experiments.181

5.1 Evaluation182

To evaluate systems in terms of BLEU scores [23],183

parts of training corpora were set aside to create devel-184

1http://opus.nlpl.eu/OpenSubtitles2018.php

opment and test sets. The scores are computed using 185

SacreBLEU [24]. 186

For more targeted evaluation of inter-sentential 187

phenomena, an approach used by Bawden et al. [15] 188

was adopted. The authors created a manual contrastive 189

test sets to quantify a machine translation system accu- 190

racy in translating coreference and coherence/cohesion 191

phenomena. The set comprises of source sentences and 192

both correct and incorrect translation. NMT model is 193

used to score both translation in terms of cross-entropy, 194

and choose the translation with higher probability. The 195

test set is balanced so that any system without em- 196

ploying context scores 50%. In disambiguation part, 197

which is used in this paper, there is one current source 198

sentence, two possible previous source sentences and 199

two possible translations - each one correct in one of 200

the contexts. For example : 201

Context 1: 202

We went to the cliffs to watch our favorite 203

seal in the sea. 204

Context 2: 205

We went to his house, which was sealed 206

by the police because of the crime investi- 207

gation. 208

Source : 209

When we have seen the seal, we went back 210

home. 211

212

Now we have two pairs of target sentences for each 213

context: 214

For Context 1: 215

Incorrect: Když jsme tu pečeť uviděli, šli 216

jsme domů. 217

Correct: Když jsme toho lachtana uviděli, 218

šli jsme domů. 219

and for Context 2: 220

Incorrect: Když jsme toho lachtana uviděli, 221

šli jsme domů. 222

Correct: Když jsme tu pečeť uviděli, šli 223

jsme domů. 224

For both contexts, correct and incorrect translation 225

is scored by the model and the more probable one is 226

chosen. Final accuracy is computed based on how 227

many times the correct translation was preferred over 228

the incorrect one. Since the test set contains both 229

possible correct combinations paired with the wrong 230

ones, a system without any knowledge of the previous 231

context will always score 50% (as it will choose the 232



same target sentence as more probable both times, the233

cross-entropy score will be the same for both contexts).234

For English-French, the original dataset was used 2,235

for English-Czech, relevant parts were translated and236

joined with newly created examples 3.237

5.2 Models238

Transformer and RNN network with GRU cells were239

used as a baseline. For the Transformer, the hyper-240

parameters were generaly the same as in the original241

paper [10] (transformer-base). For the RNN model,242

the architecture is similar to WMT2017 systems by243

University of Edinburgh [26].244

Context size naming conventions Different con-245

figurations of input and output are labeled srcNtgtM to246

tgtK in this paper, where N and M are counts of pre-247

vious source and target sentences concatenated to the248

input, and K is how many previous context sequences249

are to be generated.250

Thus, src0tgt0 to tgt0 is a normal, vanilla NMT251

without any context influence, src1tgt0 to tgt0 means252

that one previous source sentence is concatenated to253

the input, src0tgt1 to tgt0 means that one previous254

source sentence is concatenated to the input and so on.255

For systems generating more than one target sentence,256

i.e. src1tgt0 to tgt1, the target side of the training data257

is preprocessed in the same way, this means that the258

model is learning to generate more than one sentence.259

For target context on source side, reference translation260

is used. I plan to perform realistic experiments with261

translations of the previous target sentences generated262

by the system itself in the complete master’s thesis.263

Concatenation The most straight-forward approach264

to employ extended context is to simply concatenate265

additional sentences to the input of the model. There-266

fore, in the first experiments, single encoder, single267

decoder model (RNN or Transformer), with context268

sentences concatenated with the source sentence, sepa-269

rated by a special token, was used.270

For initial experiments, maximal sentence length271

in subwords was set to 80 for Europarl and 55 for272

OpenSubtitles, multiplied by number of source sen-273

tences (e.g. 160 (110) for src1tgt0 to tgt0), based on274

sentence length analysis of the dataset. For the Eu-275

roparl baseline, this length turned out to be insufficient.276

This issue is further discussed later.277

Multiple encoders Another way to integrate the con-278

text into an NMT model is via an additional encoder,279

usually with a same structure as the original one. Source280

2https://github.com/rbawden/discourse-mt-test-sets
3https://github.com/cepin19/discourse-test-set

sentence is fed into the original encoder, and context 281

sentence into the additional one. Encoding runs in- 282

dependently for both of the encoders. Encoders can 283

have either separate, or shared layers, i.e. weights 284

of the neurons are the same for both encoders. The 285

only difference in regard to the vanilla model is that 286

source-target attention the decoder attends over both 287

encoders. There are a several attention strategies for 288

multiple encoders, for example hierarchical, serial or 289

parallel attention, see [27], we will explore only serial 290

attention, i.e. decoder first attends over one encoder 291

and then, with state already updated by this attention, 292

attends over the second one. 293

Context Encoder Inspired by [25], I implemented 294

Transformer with context encoder in Marian [22]. This 295

architecture also utilizes two encoders, yet there are a 296

few differences in comparison with multiple encoder 297

architecture described above. First, the encoders are 298

not excactly the same - the context encoder has fewer 299

self-attention layers (only one, while the source en- 300

coder has six). Second, the context encoder states are 301

also attended over in the source encoder, and not only 302

in decoder, in contrast to the previous approach. Also, 303

the influence of context encoder is gated by a sigmoid 304

gate. This should allow better usage of the context. 305

Schematic overview is presented in Figure 1. 306

This architecture allows for a vanilla Transformer 307

model to be pretrained on general data without doc- 308

ument boundaries (which are usually much bigger). 309

Then, weights of this model are frozen and the addi- 310

tional components (highlighted in red in the figure) 311

are added . Their weights are then tuned on a smaller 312

corpus with document level information. During in- 313

ference, the system can either use the full model in 314

case that the input has context information, or only the 315

pretrained part, for single sentence translation. 316

In the experiments described in this paper, the mod- 317

els were trained on identical corpora in both phases 318

(in the first one without the context level information), 319

so it is expected that there is no observable gain from 320

pretraining, other than quicker convergence of training 321

in the second phase (much fewer parameters have to 322

be learned). In my Master’s thesis, I plan to perform 323

realistic experiments with pretraining on big corpus 324

without document level boundaries a then tune the 325

context-aware model on small document-split corpus. 326

5.3 Results 327

As you can see in Table 1, adding context to RNN 328

through concatenation hurts the translation performance. 329

This is in line with observation made by Agrawal et 330

al. in [14], where the authors obtained similar result 331



Figure 1. The original Transformer model (left) and the Transformer with context encoder (right), taken from
[25]. The parts highlighted in red are the new additions to the model - context encoder, and attention over the
context encoder states in both encoder and decoder.

on ISWLT 2017 English-Italian data set, consisting of332

transcribed TED Talks. For configurations src1tgt0 to333

tgt0 and src1tgt0 to tgt1, they observed BLEU drops334

of 1.8 and 2.8 respectively. Arguably because even335

though there are gating mechanisms employed, RNNs336

suffer from loss of signal in very long-range dependen-337

cies.338

Context src0tgt0 to tgt0 src1tgt0 to tgt0 src1tgt1 to tgt0

BLEU 29.07 28.88 27.82

Table 1. BLEU scores of concatenation experiments
with RNN, English to Czech, Europarl, average of
three runs, dev set

Context src0tgt0 to tgt0 src1tgt0 to tgt0 src2tgt0 to tgt0

BLEU 27.77 27.93 27.97

Table 2. Results of concatenation experiments with
Transformer, English to Czech, OpenSubtitles dev set

As shown in Tables 2, 3 and 4, the performance339

of Transformer model does not degrade when concate-340

nating the input sequence, confirming the assumption341

that RNNs are worse equipped to deal with longer se-342

quences. However, there are not big gains observed343

in BLEU score either. Only architecture that seems344

to obtain a significant improvement, at least in some345

scenarios, is concatenation.346

Largest difference in BLEU scores was observed347

in src1tgt1 to tgt0 concatenation on English-French348

dataset, i.e. base Transformer model with one previous 349

source and one previous target sentence concatenated 350

to the input sentence. The target context sentences in 351

this scenario are taken from reference data - meaning 352

the real result, using model-generated previous sen- 353

tences, will probably perform significantly worse due 354

to error propagation. 355

This configuration was not investigated further, 356

since the dependence on previous target sentence is 357

preventing parallelization of translation using batching, 358

thus making this approach impractical. However, the 359

evaluated configuration could be useful in post-editing 360

scenario, where a human translator sequentially cor- 361

rects translations made by an MT system, so the cor- 362

rections made in previous sentences can be used to 363

improve translation of the future sentences. 364

Discourse test set Some of the models were also 365

evaluated in terms of accuracy on the discourse test sets 366

described earlier, and the results are presented in dis- 367

ambig columns in corresponding tables. The only sig- 368

nificant gains, again, were obtained by concatenation 369

architecture, trained on OpenSubtitles. Dual encoder 370

models, despite the slight gains in BLEU, do not seem 371

to utilize context information too much - accuracy for 372

different model checkpoints fluctuated between 48.5 – 373

51.5 % for a simple dual encoder model. 374

This suggests that the BLEU gains for dual en- 375

coder models are caused by something else than a 376

successful context utilization. For dual encoder and 377



Context type architecture n real context random context null context ∆real,random disambig

0,0 to 0 baseline 0.6 34.92 - - - 50%
0,0 to 0 baseline opt 36.38 - - - 50%

1,0 to 0 concat 0.6 35.36 34.85 35.35 0.51 62.3%
1,0 to 0 concat opt 36.60 35.97 36.35 0.63 62.3%
1,0 to 0 dual encoder 0.6 35.36 35.14 1.41 0.22 50.6%
1,0 to 0 dual encoder opt 36.47 36.32 1.44 0.15 50.6%
1,0 to 0 dual encoder, shared 0.6 34.98 34.32 1.38 0.65 50.6%
1,0 to 0 dual encoder, shared opt 36.33 35.64 1.39 0.69 50.6%
1,0 to 0 dual encoder, shared + tok 0.6 35.24 34.93 1.41 0.31 51.8%
1,0 to 0 dual encoder, shared + tok opt 36.42 36.15 1.43 0.27 51.8%
1,0 to 0 context encoder 0.6 35.02 - - - 51.2%

1,1 to 0 concat 0.6 37.12 20.28 33.93 16.84 60%
1,1 to 0 concat opt 37.44 20.92 35.14 16.52 60%

Table 3. Results for models trained on English-French OpenSubtitles, Transformer model, dev set. First
column shows type of context - first number stands for previous source sentences added to input, second one for
previous target sentences added to input and the third one is number of additional previous target sentences
generated by the model, so for example 1,0 to 0 equals to model denoted src1tgt0 to tgt0 elsewhere in the text.
Second column is the model architecture, for dual encoder, shared means that all weights in the two encoders
are shared, in shared+tok strategy, a special token is added to the start of the previous sentence - since all the
layers are shared, the encoder would otherwise be unable to distinguish between context and source sentence
and that may not be optimal. Third column is the length normalization coefficient - opt means an optimal value
found by search over possibilities within a given range, see paragraph Length normalization. In columns number
4, 5, and 6, BLEU scores depending on whether real, random, or empty context sentences were used, are shown.
Next column shows difference between real and random context BLEU scores. Finally, in the last column,
accuracy on disambiguation part of contrastive discourse test set is presented.

Context type architecture len n real context random context null context disambig

0,0 to 0 baseline 80 0.6 29.6 - - 50%
0,0 to 0 baseline 160 0.6 30.3 - - 50%

1,0 to 0 concat 160 0.6 30.3 30.3 29.4 51.8%
1,0 to 0 dual encoder 80 0.6 30.0 30.0 30.0 50.5%
1,0 to 0 CE 80 0.6 29.8 - - -
1,0 to 0 CE, +gate 80 0.6 29.9 - - -
1,0 to 0 CE, +gate, pretrain 80 0.6 30.0 - -
1,0 to 0 CE, +gate, pretrain 160 0.6 30.5 30.4 0.1 52.8%

1,0 to 1, 1st sent concat 160 0.6 30.0 - - -
1,0 to 1, 2nd sent concat 160 0.6 29.8 - - -
1,0 to 1, 1st sent concat 160 1.9 30.2 - - -
1,0 to 1, 2nd sent concat 160 1.9 30.1 - - -

1,1 to 0 concat 240 0.6 29.97 - - -

Table 4. Results for models trained on English-Czech Europarl, Transformer model, dev set. For detailed
description of the columns, see previous table. The additional len column shows maximal sentence length in
subwords for training, see paragraph Maximum source sentence length for further discussion of this issue. CE
denotes the context encoder model, +gate is the same model improved with sigmoid gate to filter the influence
of context, pretrain means that the model was pretrained on the same corpus without context information. For
1,0 to 1 context type, the model is trained to generated not only the current target sentence, but also the previous
one, separated by a special token. 2nd sentence score is obtained by striping off the first (previous) target
sentence and calculating BLEU on dev set, whereas 1st sentence score is obtained by cutting off the second
(current) target sentence and computing BLEU of the first target sentence on dev set that is shifted accordingly
by one sentence.



context encoder configurations, the BLEU gains are378

observed probably mainly due to increased number of379

parameters in comparison to the baseline model - there380

are more attention layers and subsequent feedforward381

layers, which in theory should serve to incorporate382

the context information, but their main contribution in383

reality is presumably improving the representation of384

current source sentence.385

Adversary context Several models were also eval-386

uated with a random context as an input, instead of a387

real one. Quite surprisingly, the results were not much388

worse with the random context sentences, especially389

for Europarl corpus, as you can see in Tables 4 and 3.390

This, along with results on the discourse datasets, also391

shows that the models do not depend on context infor-392

mation too much. As mentioned in last paragraph, the393

BLEU gains over baseline for multi encoder models394

can be explained by increased number of parameters395

of the model.396

For concatenation configuration, this is not true,397

model architectures are exactly the same regardless398

whether the context is used or not. However, on English-399

Czech Europarl corpus (see Table 4) an improvement400

over the baseline (29.6 BLEU) can be observed for401

concatenation system, even when random context is402

used (30.3 BLEU). Maximum source sentence length403

for training is set differently for baseline and concate-404

nation models, which seems to be the issue.405

Maximum source sentence length For Europarl,406

maximum length of the source sentence was set to 80407

subwords for no context, multiplied by the number of408

context sentences for concatenation models. Since it is409

not probable that two exceedingly long sentences will410

follow each other, concatenation models had chance411

to train on these sentences, while the baseline model412

excluded them. I assumed it will not hurt the perfor-413

mance too much, based on a sentence length analysis,414

only 1.2 % of the source sentences were longer 80415

subwords in English-Czech Europarl. As it turned out,416

this assumption was wrong.417

When trained with maximum input length of 160,418

baseline model performs the same, or better, as other419

models, reaching BLEU score of 30.3 on English-420

French Europarl dev set. This does hold true for Eu-421

roparl, on OpenSubtitles, I did not observe this prob-422

lem and some limited gains can be seen. This suggests423

that there is more to gain using context on OpenSubti-424

tles dataset than on Europarl, or different techniques425

need to be used for different datasets.426

Length normalization Usually, in NMT, beam search427

is used to select the best sentence translation from428

hypotheses generated by the model. Beam search 429

in NMT has two hyperparameters - beam size and 430

length normalization constant n. Without length nor- 431

malization, probabilities of each word along the beam 432

are summed up and then the best overall score (log- 433

likelihood) is chosen. Usually, this results in prefer- 434

ence for shorter sentences, since less total tokens in the 435

output will probably mean lower (better) score. To mit- 436

igate this issue, which often harms translation quality, 437

we divide the final summed score by number of output 438

tokens l to the power of n: ln. However, n has to be 439

chosen empirically since its optimal value varies from 440

language to language, dataset to dataset, and model to 441

model. Popular choice is 0.6, which is the default used 442

in experiments in this paper, if not stated otherwise. 443

However, for some of the models, optimal n was 444

determined by search in interval 0.4-3.0 (with step 0.1). 445

Results for concatenation model trained on English- 446

French OpenSubtitles are shown in Table 5. Optimal n 447

was always much higher than 0.6, usually in range 1.5- 448

2.5. Also, it is different for each model, so probably 449

the most fair way to compare the models is to choose 450

optimal n on the development set for each model and 451

then compare the test set scores with these parameters. 452

Beam size and length normalization value are not in- 453

dependent of each other - an ideal solution would be 454

to run a grid search along these two parameters, which 455

was not done due to computing restraints - beam size 456

was set at 6 for all the experiments. 457

n Real Random Empty

0.6 35.67 35.10 35.55
opt 36.60 (1.7) 35.97 (1.6) 36.35 (1.8)

Table 5. Effect of length normalization parameter on
BLEU score, OpenSubtitles English-French,
concatenation, src1tgt0 to tgt0, real, random and
empty context. 0.6 was a default value in most of the
experiments, values in parentheses are the optimal
values for given input found by search in 0.4-3.0 with
step of 0.1

6. Conclusions and future work 458

This paper summarizes current state-of-the-art of deal- 459

ing with extra-sentential context in NMT. Some of the 460

simpler architectures were evaluated and compared 461

both in terms of general translation quality and eval- 462

uation focused on discourse phenomena. A compute- 463

efficient architecture was implemented in a framework 464

suitable for production systems. A hand made dis- 465

course test set for English to Czech translation was 466

created. The experiments have shown that either cur- 467

rent context-aware models are not very efficient at 468



employing context, or there is a very little to gain in469

automated translation quality metrics by using context470

models, even though this varies by the dataset used.471

In the focused evaluation, some limited evidence of472

correct context usage was observed.473

The results of experiments using random context474

sentences suggest that the context-aware models do475

not depend on context information too much - a recent476

paper by Jean and Cho [28] confirms this observation477

and the authors propose a model-independent modi-478

fication of the cross-entropy loss function, which is479

aimed to make the model more sensitive to the con-480

text. Since this algorithm can be used with any neural481

network MT architecture, it is an interesting future482

research direction.483

The best performing models in both metrics were484

the simplest ones - with context sentences concate-485

nated to the input, separated by a special token, without486

any changes to the model architecture. These results487

seem to be in line with recent development in other488

fields of natural language processing, where big Trans-489

former models, trained on huge datasets and many490

GPUs, usually outperform specialized models with an491

explicit problem knowledge programmed into them.492
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